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Trading with the US: what might the future hold?

A number of international trade agreements with the US are under review.
The US has been expanding trade and reducing tariff barriers via a series of bilateral agreements since 1934 1.
Shortly after US President Donald Trump’s administration came into power, it said: “For too long, Americans
have been forced to accept trade deals that put interests of insiders and the Washington elite over the hardworking men and women in the US.”2
Trump intends to pull out of trade agreements that he believes are unfavorable to the US. He has already
withdrawn from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and is committed to renegotiating the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between the US, Canada and Mexico. There are also signs that Trump may withdraw
from the Paris climate change agreement and undo policies to restrict greenhouse gas emissions.
Shift towards bilateral agreements
Trump has stressed that he is not opposed to all trade agreements, and says he supports new deals, as long as
they are negotiated on a bilateral basis.
The UK and the US are currently looking at their trade deal options following Brexit. 3 One such option is agreeing
to cut, or even drop, tariffs on items that the UK and the US already export to each other. Stephen Moore, a
former economic advisor to the President, said Trump is likely to be looking for a deal similar to the one the US
has with Canada.4

1 www.usitc.gov/publications/332/us_trade_policy_since1934_ir6_pub4094.pdf
2 www.whitehouse.gov/trade-deals-working-all-americans
3 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/01/22/theresa-may-donald-trump-hold-talks-trade-deal-cuts-

tariffs/
4 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/01/22/theresa-may-donald-trump-hold-talks-trade-deal-cutstariffs/
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Although the new administration appears to be focused on the UK, and also on Japan, there are several other
potential trade partners including Russia and Vietnam. The Indian Express has cited unnamed sources claiming
that the President may offer a bilateral deal to India.5
However, some believe that a switch to bilateral negotiations could be risky. Firstly, bilateral negotiations
constrain the set of potential agreements, whereas multiparty negotiations allow for coalitional bargaining and a
greater range of possible outcomes. Secondly, bilateral agreements are believed to be less efficient in
promoting global integration than comparable regional or multilateral treaties, and businesses may find it costly
and confusing to keep track of multiple sets of trade regulations.
A beacon of hope for multilateral trading agreements?
The global Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) came into force on 22 February 2017 when the World Trade
Organization obtained acceptance of the agreement from the necessary two-thirds of its 164 members. The
TFA is supposed to reduce the time taken to import and export goods. To date, 114 members have signed up,
including the US, which ratified in January 2015. 6
Given these developments, a multilateral trading system could have a future in the US after all.
For more information, contact:
Maria Simpson or James Wall
CohnReznick, US
E: maria.simpson@cohnreznick.com
T: +1 646 625 5771
E: james.wall@cohnreznick.com
T: +1 646 254 7460
www.cohnreznick.com

5 http://indianexpress.com/article/world/trump-administration-could-offer-bilateral-deal-to-india-sources-

4482975/
6 The Trade Facilitation Agreement enters into force: http://www.tfafacility.org/ratifications
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China reforms Foreign
Invested Enterprise
system
The Chinese Government has
announced a number of reforms to
the rules around Foreign Invested
Enterprises aimed at attracting
foreign investment.
China has historically used its four regional Free Trade Zones (FTZs) to carry out trial reforms of the regulations
that govern the establishment of Foreign Invested Enterprises (FIEs). If successful, they tend to be rolled out
nationwide. In September 2016, national revisions to the four major FIE laws and supporting measures were
released.
Simple changes with profound impact
The most significant change applies to any FIE business that is not restricted or prohibited as described in the
State Council’s yet-to-be-published ‘negative list’, which is modelled on FTZ negative lists. Unrestricted FIEs
may be established and registered at the local State Administration of Industry and Commerce (SAIC) level
without having to first apply for Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) approval. Furthermore, whereas previous
rules required MOFCOM approval to change the FIE’s legal representative, registered capital, or business scope,
the revised laws now allow for such matters to be handled through record filing at the local SAIC level.
Online record filing and applications
To streamline the FIE registration process, MOFCOM is establishing an online ‘integrated management system’,
through which FIEs may handle applications and other setup or change matters, including uploading supporting
documentation. Local SAIC branches will monitor the record filing process and issue relevant
acknowledgements and registration certificates. Additionally, the SAIC has announced plans to develop and use
a corporate name database system, which new FIEs can use to perform their own company name check and
application. These moves toward online systems are expected to greatly reduce the amount of time required to
establish or make changes to an FIE.
Looking to the future
The Chinese Government views foreign investment as vital for the country’s economy, not only for foreign
capital injection, but also for continuous improvement or introduction of new technology for manufacturing,
energy development or environmental protection. So it is assumed that the reforms outlined above are only the
beginning when it comes to easing restrictions or regulations on FIEs. Other areas of reform in the FTZs include
easing regulations on trade, foreign currency and the renminbi. If these trial reforms are successful, they will no
doubt be rolled out across the country.
For more information, contact
Flora Luo or Scott Heidecke
Nexia TS, China
T: +86 21 6047 8716
E: floraluo@nexiats.com.cn
E: scott@nexiats.com.cn
www.nexiats.com.cn
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India: a bright spot in the global economy
India’s finance minister has forecast GDP growth of 6.75% to 7.5% for 2017/18,
along with higher public expenditure, amid slow global growth and sluggish
private sector investment.
Emerging economies face three key challenges at the moment. Firstly, there is the monetary policy stance of
the US Federal Reserve. Then there is uncertainty around commodity prices (particularly crude oil), combined
with increasing pressure from protectionism around the world with an apparent retreat from globalisation of
goods, services and people.
The recent Union Budget was a clear reiteration of the Indian Government’s focus on achieving fast track
growth via reforms, such as the introduction of Goods & Sales Tax, the promotion of a cashless economy and
digitisation alongside financial sector reform and the recapitalisation of banks. At the same time, the
Government continues to pursue its ‘Make in India’ campaign and large investments in infrastructure. It is widely
expected that India will stand out as a bright spot in the world economy.
Highlights from the Union Budget
India’s corporate tax rate will be reduced from 30% to 25% for domestic companies with a total turnover or
gross receipts in FY 2015/16 of under INR500m (approximately US$7.5m). This will make the micro, small and
medium enterprise (MSME) sector more viable and competitive compared with large companies. There has been
no change in the tax rates of foreign companies.
Minimum alternative tax (MAT) was not abolished as had been expected, although changes to the rules were
proposed.
Ease of doing business
5

The Government has provided more clarity on the indirect transfer provisions introduced in the 2012 Budget,
which have been of concern to foreign investors. Retrospectively from FY 2011/12, they will not apply to any
asset or capital asset held by a non-resident, directly or indirectly, in specified foreign institutional investors and
foreign portfolio investors.
Foreign company income from the storage of crude oil in India and its sale to a resident is already exempt from
tax. It is proposed to extend exemption to income of a foreign company from the sale of leftover stock of crude
oil after the expiry of the agreement or arrangement with the Government. It is hoped that this will provide
clarity for foreign companies, boost foreign investment into India and augment the country’s strategic
petroleum reserves.
It is proposed that the Authority for Advance Rulings for income tax, central excise, customs duty and service
tax will be merged, enabling applicants to file all applications under one roof.
Anti-abuse measures
To reduce the excess interest expenses claimed by companies and in view of OECD BEPS Action Plan 4, it has
been proposed that interest expenses above INR 10m (approximately US$150,000) claimed by an Indian
company or a permanent establishment of a foreign company on the money borrowed from its associated
enterprises will be restricted to 30% of its EBITDA. Entities engaged in the business of banking or insurance shall
be excluded from this.
To align the transfer pricing provisions with OECD guidelines, it is proposed that a secondary adjustment be
introduced in cases where a primary transfer pricing adjustment exceeding INR 10m has been made, if the
excess money attributable to the primary adjustment is not brought to India within the prescribed time.
Measures for stimulating growth
The concessional rate of withholding taxes for external commercial borrowing (ECB) has been extended for
loans made before 1 July 2020. Further, the benefit of the concessional rate of withholding taxes has been
extended to rupee-denominated bonds issued outside India before 1 July 2020. This will benefit non-residents
through continued exposure to high-yielding ECB and rupee denominated bonds and will also boost the inflow of
foreign capital into India.
FDI policy reforms
With more than 90% of total foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows under the automatic route and the
successful implementation of e-filing and online processing of FDI applications, the Government has decided to
abolish the Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB). This will ease the process of investing in India and help
boost foreign capital inflows.
Indirect taxes
The finance minister confirmed that GST will be rolled out from 1 July 2017. No changes were announced to the
standard rate of service tax, excise and customs duty as they will be replaced by GST. Attempts to promote the
cashless economy are being made through concessional rates for certain technology products.
R&D cess, a tax payable on imported technology, will be withdrawn from 1 April 2017.
For more information, contact:
Kapil Sheth
Chaturvedi & Shah, India
T: +91 22 3021 8500
E: kapil.s@cas.ind.in
Mihir Vora
Chaturvedi & Shah
T: +91 22 3021 8500
E: mihir.v@cas.ind.in
www.cas.ind.in
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Swiss reject corporate tax reforms in referendum
Switzerland has been under international pressure to abolish its preferential tax
regimes, but the Government’s reform plans have been rejected by the
electorate.
The Swiss Government’s ‘Corporate Tax Reform III’ (CTR III)) was put to a referendum and rejected by 59% of
the electorate in February. As a result, Switzerland’s existing tax legislation remains in force and there will be no
immediate changes. The Government is now working on a revised bill and its adoption by the Swiss Parliament
could be completed by late 2018. If so, the reforms wouldn’t come into force until 2021 at the earliest.
Background and objectives
Switzerland has been under international pressure to abolish its cantonal preferential tax regimes for several
years. As a result, the special provisions for holding companies, mixed companies and domiciliary companies will
be abolished over the coming years. The practice of the tax allocation of principal companies as well as the
practice relating to Swiss finance branches on a federal level will also be abolished.
To preserve Switzerland's reputation as an attractive business location, the revised bill will need to introduce
measures that will counter the fiscal and economic consequences of losing its preferential tax regimes.
The reforms must meet international tax standards while preserving the country’s appeal as a business location.
The different requirements of the cantons, cities and municipalities will also need to be taken into account, and
the reforms will need to generate sufficient tax revenue.
Key issues
The following measures are currently under discussion and will be crucial for the revised bill to pass scrutiny:
 The tax-neutral step-up of hidden reserves during a change of status is correct from a tax point of view and
should not be disputed.
 The same applies to the tax-neutral step-up of hidden reserves in cases of relocation to Switzerland or
transfer of assets or functions to Switzerland from abroad.
7

 Tax relief achieved through the patent box and/or the excess deduction for research and development costs
may be restricted.
 The notional interest deduction was the most controversial element in the rejected bill, and this could be
'sacrificed' in the revised proposals.
 It is important that the cantons are free to reduce corporate income tax rates. This requires federal
contributions (by increasing the share of direct federal income taxes allocated to the cantons).
 Left-wing parties are calling for reciprocal financing by shareholders, through an increase in the income tax
rate for the (partial) taxation of dividends as well as the introduction of capital gains tax. While capital gains tax
is unlikely to stand a chance, the increase in the taxation of dividends does not seem unrealistic provided that
the corporate income tax rates are reduced at the same time.
Potential options for companies taxed under a preferential tax regime
For holding companies, mixed companies and domiciliary companies, the rejection of the CTR III will not result in
immediate changes, and they will continue to be taxed under the existing legislation.
At the same time, a voluntary step-up of hidden reserves under current legislation should still be analysed by
taxpayers. Such step-ups are based on Swiss Federal Supreme Court case law and on different cantonal
regulations, and will not require any change in legislation. The release of hidden reserves at the time of a change
of status is tax-neutral to the extent of a prior tax exemption. As a result, the hidden reserves released can be
amortised for tax purposes over a five to ten-year period. This provides a corresponding period in which
companies are subject to a similar tax burden compared to a preferential tax regime.
For more information, contact:
Jürg Altorfer
ADB Altorfer Duss & Beilstein AG, Switzerland
T: +41 44 267 63 00
E: juerg.altorfer@adbtax.ch
www.adbtax.ch
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US state tax exposure
even without a physical
presence
International companies are often
surprised to discover that they
have significant US state tax
liability, even though they have no
actual presence in that state.
There is great variety in the activity required before a US state may legally tax a company. It is common for a
business activity to create a connection or ‘nexus’ in one state but not in another — even when a company has
no physical presence in that state.
There are four ways that states can create nexus without any physical presence:
 Economic nexus — Most states have adopted rules mandating that nexus is created by having a sufficient
economic presence in it. For instance, a non-US company that sells a certain dollar amount of products to
customers in California, and other states, will have state income and franchise tax nexus by virtue of its sales
activity in the state.
 ‘Click-through’ nexus — Broadly, this is the idea that even though a company may not have a physical
presence (such as employees or property), the company should be subject to tax because of an in-state
affiliate’s online activities. States argue that it is fair to tax companies that sell in a state and benefit from its
legal system, while avoiding taxation simply by using an affiliate’s online presence to physically conduct its instate business. Click-through nexus is generally a response to the rise of internet retailers that sell into a state
from outside its borders.
 Traveling sales reps — Some states assert that traveling sales reps can create nexus for sales tax and even
income tax. This essentially subjects a company to sales tax if the company has a sales representative
traveling to that state, operating on its behalf, and the relationship between the contractor and the company
creates an agency relationship.
 Independent contractors — The actions of independent contractors can also create nexus for international
companies who hire them. For example, in Texas, hiring a contractor to provide warranty work, repair or
installation creates nexus in the state for the company that paid the contractor.

9

The following examples create nexus in some states:
 Collecting delinquent accounts
 Contracting for fulfillment
 Investigating credit worthiness
 Installation, warranty repairs and repossession
State taxation is complicated and diverse. If you’re an international company trading in the US, it’s important to
consult a US state and local tax professional to assess any liabilities.
For more information, contact:
Dustin Hubbard
CliftonLarsonAllen, US
T: +1 303-793-1425
E: dustin.hubbard@CLAconnect.com
www.claconnect.com
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Dealing with an
economic
downturn
Slow growth and an
increasingly protectionist
global environment make
for challenging times ahead
for economies and
businesses around the
world.
Many economies are expected to face challenging headwinds for the foreseeable future. Tax cuts and new
infrastructure spending are expected to boost the US economy and hopefully do the same for the global
economy. However, that may not be enough to counteract the impact of the slowdown in the Chinese economy
and reduced consumer demand in developed markets.
In response to challenging economic conditions Governments often step in with fiscal stimulus measures to
limit the effects of a downturn. It can be the momentum economies and businesses need, especially in the
vulnerable SME sector.
Indirect taxation approach
Governments need to finance fiscal stimulus somehow – usually by increasing taxes. But in many countries
where households and businesses are already struggling, income and corporate tax increases can be
unpalatable and complicated to impose. So, what can governments and the private sector do to help businesses
survive a potential looming downturn?
Recent decades have seen a shift in emphasis towards indirect taxation at the point of consumption rather than
at the income or profits level. This benefits governments as they can reach revenue targets by taxing a broader
tax base at the same time as maintaining competitive income tax rates which are crucial for encouraging
business activity and attracting foreign investment.
Recent examples include Malaysia’s introduction of a goods and services tax regime, and Japan’s announcement
of a 2% increase in its consumption tax rate from 2019. This type of approach is appealing as capital needs to be
allocated towards its most efficient use and investors will look at net returns after-tax when deciding where to
invest.
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Tax incentives
Tax incentives also continue to play a key role in stimulating economic activity, incentivising companies to keep
their business operations in a host country and survive economic downturns.
Singapore, for example, has introduced tax incentives, such as the Headquarters Programme and Global Trader
Programme, which grant attractive concessionary corporate tax rates to companies that meet certain criteria.
There is also a range of grants and measures such as the Productivity and Innovation Credit scheme.
Many countries offer such incentives, and companies should take full advantage of them to help with growth,
scaling-up or overseas expansion, and indeed cushion the impact of any downturn.
For more information, contact:
Edwin Leow
Nexia TS, Singapore
T: +65 6534 5700
E: edwinleow@nexiats.com.sg
www.nexiats.com.sg
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Getting to grips with sustainability reporting
Non-financial reporting can help companies meet the United Nations
sustainable development agenda as well as improve their own reputation and
business prospects.
On 1 January 2016, the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development — adopted by world leaders in September 2015 at an historic UN Summit — officially came into
force. Over the next 15 years countries will use these goals to mobilise efforts to end all forms of poverty, fight
inequalities and tackle climate change.
Company transparency is an important factor in the development of global markets, and can help businesses
increase their competiveness and appeal to investors. There are a wide range of reporting standards and
frameworks for companies to follow, including:
 UN Global Compact
 AA1000 Series
 ISO 26000
 Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards (GRI Standards)
 International Integrated Reporting Framework
Of the world’s largest 250 corporations, 93% report on their sustainability performance and 82% use the GRI
Standards to do so. Following the adoption of the SGDs and the Paris Agreement on climate change, companies
have started to base their sustainability goals on these initiatives.
Benefits to companies
Annual non-financial public reporting is a way of demonstrating a company’s progress in meeting sustainable
development and corporate social responsibility objectives. It can also help companies improve their business
operations, increase information transparency, build trusting relationships with partners and society, and
increase their brand value and reputation.
13

Companies can use these types of public reports as a marketing tool to show corporate governance and
management standards, thereby increasing the attractiveness of their business to investors and customers.
The process of preparing such reports can also help break down departmental silos in companies. Management
can get to know about problems that were previously hidden and involve internal stakeholders in solving them.
Reports can also be used by employees as a source of publicly verified information.
Engaging your stakeholders
Despite the many benefits of such reporting, companies are sometimes reluctant to commit to it. They may lack
the relevant experience or information-gathering systems or senior management may be reluctant to engage.
If you’re having such difficulties but want to publish a non-financial report, a good way to begin is to find out
what data your company already gathers. You could organise a working group with representatives from various
departments and decide on the material you need to create a report.
Take it step-by-step
Your first report does not need to comply with all the standards. Obtain the information you can and build on it in
the following year’s report. Don’t forget to involve your key stakeholders as they can help you identify the sort
of information you need. You could also engage a consultancy that specialises in sustainability reporting and/or
a non-financial external auditor who can help you understand what information you should disclose.
For more information, contact:
Yulia Emelyanоva
Nexia Pacioli, Russia
T: +7 (495) 640 6452
E: emelyanova@pacioli.ru
www.pacioli.ru
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A snapshot of mid-market IPO activity

Despite global economic uncertainty, 2016 saw an upward trend in IPO activity
in many key markets around the world, but the US experienced its weakest year
since 2008.
Manufacturing driving strong IPO activity in China
There were 46 IPOs issued on the Shen Zhen SMEs board during 2016, raising RMB22.12bn – an overall increase
of 4.5% compared to 2015. There were 78 IPOs on the Shen Zhen Growth Enterprise board, raising RMB25.76bn
– an overall decrease of 12.6% compared to 2015. [1]
The Chinese manufacturing sector saw the largest number of IPOs on both boards in 2016, with 36 IPOs on the
SMEs board and 54 on the Growth Enterprise board.
The last quarter of 2016 was the strongest for IPO activity, with 22 IPOs issued on the Shen Zhen SMEs board
and 30 on the Shen Zhen Growth Enterprise board. This represented 42% of the total 2016 IPOs.
The China Securities Regulatory Commission decided to slow the speed of IPO approvals back in 2015, resulting
in a cooling off in activity, as demonstrated by the number of listings between Q3 2015 and Q2 2016. The
number of IPOs began to increase in Q3 and Q4 2016 as the approval process started speeding up again, and this
trend is expected to continue in 2017.
Singapore expecting steady pipeline of IPOs in 2017
In 2016 there were five IPOs on Singapore’s Mainboard and 11 IPOs on Catalist, raising S$2.3bn in total,
compared to 13 IPOs in 2015, raising S$512m. There were no mid-market IPOs (between S$100m and S$300m)
in 2016, but there were five large transactions involving listed companies with market caps of S$300m-plus.
There were six mid-market IPOs in 2015.
Top IPO sectors for Singapore were industrial goods with five IPOs, followed by commodities and REITs which
each saw three IPOs.
15

Singapore is seeing renewed efforts from both advisers and the Singapore Stock Exchange to secure the IPO
pipeline. A steady flow of IPOs is expected during 2017, especially in the REITs, healthcare and technology
sectors, from both local and foreign companies. If markets remain favourable, then a stronger performance than
2016 is anticipated.
Q4 2016 best quarter for Australian IPOs in five years
There were 29 IPOs for mid-market companies in the last quarter of 2016 in Australia, the most active quarter in
the last five years. These raised AUS$439m on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) in the quarter – the highest
since the same period in 2015. Over the course of the year, the number of IPOs increased by 15%. [2]
Q4 is historically the most active quarter for IPOs, but the peak at the end of 2016 was also helped by the
Australian Stock Exchange attracting a wider range of industries, particularly IT, as well as an improvement in
mining-related activity. IT was the most active sector over the year and in the final quarter of 2016 there were
seven IPOs in the IT sector, closely followed by the mining sector with six.
The average IPO fundraising was AUS$15.1m, a 37% decrease on the previous quarter and 17% down on the
average of AUS$18.2m over the previous 12 months.
Political agenda dictating future UK IPO performance
In January 2017 AIM, the London Stock Exchange’s market for smaller companies, reached a historic milestone
of £100bn in total funds raised since its inception.
There were 64 admissions to AIM in 2016, of which 12 were in Q4. This compares with 61 admissions in 2015.
Sectors with the largest number of IPOs were technology with 12 listings, the financial sector with 10, consumer
services with 9, healthcare with 8 and industrials with 7. [3]
Notwithstanding the prevailing market uncertainty around Brexit, the £1,519m raised on AIM, during Q4 2016,
was the highest quarterly amount raised in 2016 (the figure for Q3 2016 was £1,319m and for the whole of FY
2016 totalled £4,766m), which left total funds raised on AIM since inception close to the £100bn mark.
The strong aftermarket performance of 2016 AIM IPOs suggests continued investor interest in well-priced,
strongly positioned and well-managed businesses. There is likely to be an uplift in market activity if the political
agendas, both in Europe and the US, take more business friendly and clearer directions.
Weakest year for US IPOs since economic crisis
Meanwhile, in the US, 2016 was the worst year for IPOs since 2008, with the lowest proceeds raised from IPOs
since 1990. In 2016, there were 88 middle market IPOs issued on US exchanges, raising US$10.6bn. In Q4 2016,
there were 23 middle market IPOs, raising just US$2.9bn. In comparison, in 2015 there were 137 mid-market
IPOs, with total funds raised of US$18.9bn. [4]
The most active industry sectors for US middle market IPO activity in 2016 were healthcare and life sciences
with 37 IPOs, technology with 18 and the energy & utilities sector with 7.
The continued availability of private capital and the appetite for growth through mergers and acquisitions is
expected to continue to exert downward pressure on IPO and follow-on activity in 2017. Until there is greater
clarity around the policies of the Trump administration, and the domestic and global reaction to those policies, it
is difficult to predict their impact on US IPO transaction activity with any degree of certainty. Instead of riding
the wave of increased IPO activity, in 2017 middle market companies and investors may find that market
conditions suggest a more opportunistic approach to capital raising versus going public.
Footnotes:
[1] For the purposes of this article mid-cap IPOs are defined as those on the Shen Zen Growth Enterprise and SMEs boards,
usually with between 30 and 100 million tradeable shares.
[2] IPOs with an enterprise value of less than AUS$200m at the time of listing.
[3] Defined as companies listing on AIM.
[4] IPOs issued by companies with between US$10m and US$2bn in market value post-IPO.

For more information, contact:
Flora Luo
Nexia TS, China
T: +86 (21) 6047-8716 (ext. 806)
E: floraluo@nexiats.com.cn
www.nexiats.com.cn
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Grace Lui
Nexia TS, Singapore
T: +65 6597 7297
E: gracelui@nexiats.com.sg
www.nexiats.com.sg
Brent Goldman
Nexia Australia
T: +61 2 9251 4600
E: bgoldman@nexiasydney.com.au
www.nexia.com.au
Stephen Drew
Smith & Williamson, UK
T: +44 (0) 207 131 4056
E: stephen.drew@smithandwilliamson.com
www.smithandwilliamson.co.uk
Alex Castelli
CohnReznick, US
T: +1 703 744 6708
E: alex.castelli@cohnreznick.com
www.cohnreznick.com
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Mergers and acquisitions dominate the Indian deal
landscape
As one of the leading merger and acquisition markets in Asia, India witnessed
steady investor sentiment and a significant number of high-value deals last
year.
Increasing clarity on taxation, regulatory reform and postive macroeconomic factors, such as a depreciating
currency kept deal momentum high and encouraged inbound investment into India in 2016. However, the
execution of these policies remains a challenge and should be watched carefully in 2017.
There were 2,331 deals (including M&A, equity investments and private equity exits) valued at approximately
US$77bn in 2016, compared to 2,678 deals valued at US$51bn in 2015. The increase in total deal value was
significant on account of a few high-value transactions. The top 100 largest deals contributed 85% of total deal
value for 2016.
M&A growth
Mergers and acquisitions contributed almost 80% of total deal value last year, with majority deals taking place in
the domestic segment driven by consolidation and potential synergies.
While M&A witnessed tremendous growth, equity investments appeared to lose their sheen, with total value at
US$13.36bn, down around 40% from 2015, reflecting increasing investor concerns about aggressive valuations
and profitability. However, the drop in the number of deals was only 18%, with several small investments in new
businesses attracting the attention of private equity and venture capitalists.
Private equity exits
Private equity exits were at their highest since 2012 and increased by 25% year-on-year. Mergers and
acquisitions emerged as the most favourable exit route, rising 12 times in value compared to 2015. Other than
M&A, IPOs were the only other exit route to have witnessed an increase this year, serving as a benchmark for
investors to assess their valuations and facilitating partial as well as complete exits.
18

Outlook for 2017
Investor sentiment for 2017 is relatively positive with domestic consolidation expected to continue to push the
larger deals. A number of developments may drive deals this year, including:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Structural reforms: these include the roll-out of the Goods and Services Tax, further liberalisation of
foreign direct investment norms, implementation of the Bankruptcy Code, and the impact of
demonetisation.
M&A in the public sector: the Government sees opportunities to strengthen central public sector
undertakings through consolidation, mergers and acquisitions.
Strong sectors: Sectors including consumer, healthcare, internet and real estate that are directly linked to
consumption, and financials, are likely to see momentum on the M&A front.
Boost to infrastructure funding: the Union Budget 2017 allocated INR3,960bn of Government spending to
infrastructure to attract public private partnerships on projects across power, bridges, dams, roads and
urban development.
Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) abolition: the Government has proposed abolishing the 20year-old FIPB which is expected to make doing business in India easier.
Private equity and venture capital investments may remain subdued: fund managers are expected to adopt
a cautious approach towards fresh funding, especially in start-ups. IPOs and M&A will continue to be the
preferred route for private equity exits.

Keeping up momentum
Deals are expected to continue at the same pace in 2017, with a number of high value transactions set to boost
deal values. With long-term GDP growth near 7%, consumption can fuel sustainable growth for companies with
a presence in India and also offers outsourcing opportunities. Furthermore, the availability of the largest and
youngest skilled workforce in the world coupled with relaxed FDI norms will attract more investment in India.
Domestic and inbound M&A is expected to top the charts in the next few years, especially in the consumer
segment.
Private equity interest in technology and the healthcare sector should continue, but prudence will be required,
given the pessimism on private equity exits and valuation expectations.
Overall, India will continue to be a preferred investment destination owing to Government support on structural
reforms and efforts to bring clarity around regulations.

Please note that the above summary was derived from deal values disclosed for the transactions and actual deal
values/figures could deviate from the above information.
For more information, contact:
Deepti Ahuja
SKP, India
T: +91 22 6617 8000
E: deepti.ahuja@skpgroup.com
www.skpgroup.com
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News round-up
UK moves towards digital tax reporting
Act now to prepare for the UK’s ‘making tax digital’ programme being phased in
from April 2018.
The UK Government has confirmed that digital quarterly reporting for business tax will be phased in from April
2018. This will replace the current system that requires a single tax return after the end of the tax year.
Unincorporated businesses and landlords will be the first to enter the regime, with companies and large
partnerships due to follow in 2020.
Broadly, businesses will be required to submit a quarterly summary of income and expenses, with a further yearend submission to finalise the tax position for the year. There are (at present) no plans to change tax payment
dates.
Anyone with business or property income in the UK should plan ahead to ensure that they can meet the new
reporting requirements. This should involve a review of how records are currently kept and of what changes
(including potential process or technology changes) will be required.
For more information, contact:
Alison Hobbs
Saffery Champness, UK
T: +44 (0)20 7841 4000
E: alison.hobbs@saffery.com
www.saffery.com
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VAT impacting Tanzania’s competitiveness
The introduction of a value added tax on international transport and ancillary
services is affecting Tanzania’s economy.
The Tanzania Ports Authority (TPA) is a major contributor to Tanzania’s national revenue and the Government is
keen to expand its operations by doubling capacity by 2020. However, since July 2015, when VAT was
introduced on international transport and ancillary services, the TPA has suffered a significant loss of major
clients as the additional costs have made it difficult to compete with other regional ports.
The Port of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania currently handles 27% of the East African transit goods market and this is
expected to shrink. Trade has already started shifting to other East African ports, such as Mombasa in Kenya,
which controls 73% of the volume.
The Tanzania Revenue Authority says that the Port of Dar es Salaam is a more cost-effective trade route than
Mombasa, but its claim appears to overlook certain factors and costs associated with transit cargo, which show
that the price of routing a container from Mombasa to, say, Rwanda or Uganda is considerably lower than from
Dar es Salaam.
For more information, contact:
Sujata Jaffer
Nexia SJ Tanzania
T: +255 713 444 254
E: sjaffer@nexiasj.co.tz
http://nexiasjtz.com/

Investing in Malta
The Mediterranean island of Malta offers a range of tax incentives aimed at
attracting foreign companies and residents.
Malta has a robust economy with stable financial and legal infrastructure. Its pro-business government has
contributed to its resilience in the face of global shocks. The country has a relatively well-diversified economy
and is open to trade, with a logistically well-placed port, efficient distribution facilities and solid experience of
dealing with international markets. A number of large real estate opportunities are currently available to
international investors.
Tax incentives
Malta Enterprise, the agency responsible for attracting new foreign direct investment (FDI) to the country,
provides a number of tax incentives to companies looking to establish themselves in Malta. These incentives
include an EU-approved taxation system, which allows for tax refunds in certain circumstances, and tax credits
related to investment and employment. A special income tax rate of 15% applies under the ‘highly qualified
persons rules’ to overseas skilled professionals who relocate and work for companies licensed by the Malta
Financial Services Authority, Malta Gaming Authority and the Authority for Transport in Malta (for aviation
services), and who earn a minimum of €82,353.
Immigration incentives
Immigration programmes such as the Global Residence Programme and the Malta Residency and Visa
Programme give eligible foreign individuals both a special tax status in Malta as well as the right to reside in
Malta. High net worth individuals may be eligible for citizenship under the Malta Individual Investor Programme.
For more information, contact:
Luke Cann
Nexia BT, Malta
T: +356 2163 7778
E: luke.cann@nexiabt.com
www.nexiabt.com
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Italy launches Industrial Plan 4.0
The Italian Government has published details on its Industrial Plan 4.0, a new
national plan offering tax incentives to the industrial sector to encourage
competitiveness and investment in innovation.
Italy’s Industry Plan 4.0, launched in February 2017, is seen as a great opportunity to boost investment in new
technology and attract foreign investors.
In 2016, almost 6,500 companies with foreign shareholders (half of the overall foreign presence in Italy) were
based in Lombardy. The territory is strongly linked to the plan as investors are attracted to its well-established
manufacturing and financial infrastructure and skilled workforce. Expo 2015 contributed to its improved
international visibility.
Key Industry 4.0 tax incentives include the following.
Hyper and super-depreciation: This is available to companies investing in new assets, such as software and IT
systems for the technological and digital transformation of production processes. Hyper-depreciation provides
a 250% amortisation rate for investments in 4.0 technologies, while super-depreciation offers a one-year
extension of super-depreciation – a flat rate of 140% for all investments.
Credit to innovation (New Sabatini Law): There is a 30% tax deduction for investments of up to €1m in
innovative start-ups and SMEs. It applies to companies that require bank financing for investment in new capital
goods, machinery, equipment and digital technologies.
R&D tax credit: A tax credit of 50% of R&D investments made between 2017 and 2020 will be available in order
to stimulate private expenditure on R&D to innovate products and processes.
Patent box: A 50% deduction of the net income derived from the use of intangible property, such as patents,
trademarks, industrial designs, know-how and copyrighted software. The benefit is given on condition that the
taxpayer leads R&D activities related to the development and maintenance of intangible assets.
Tax deduction on investments in innovative start-ups: A 30% tax deduction on investments in venture capital
is aimed at supporting innovative companies at all stages of their life cycle.
For more information, contact:
Dirk Prato or Gian Luca Nieddu
Hager & Partners, Italy
T: +39 (02) 7780711
E: dirk.prato@hager-partners.it
E: gianluca.nieddu@hager-partners.it
www.hager-partners.it
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